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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, Internet has offered multimedia services independently of the services offered by companies associated to Telco (companies that traditionally offer telephony and associated services). In the last years, the technical community has assumed that the convergence of both worlds is a fact; however, there are many barriers to be removed. On one hand the emergence of cloud computing technologies will change the way of providing multimedia services. On the other hand economic issues are very important in this convergence process. In this chapter we describe how multimedia services are offered from Internet and the Telco. The convergence of Web 2.0 and Internet Protocol Multimedia Subsystem on the WIMS 2.0 initiative focuses on creating value for Internet and Telco and making multimedia services a reality for end users, independent of the underlying environment. We propose a novel strategy that uses cloud computing to facilitate the development and deployment of converged multimedia services. We also observe a sustainable business model accompanying the converged proposals to offer innovative multimedia services.

INTRODUCTION
A Service Delivery Platform (SDP) usually refers to a set of components within a telecom operator service architecture that manages easing service creation, deployment and execution utilizing enablers (network capabilities) and service capabilities. The keystone objective of a SDP would be to reduce time-to-market of a service and the key characteristic for a SDP is thus the ability to ease the integration task of application logic with the enablers and capabilities in the telecom service
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architecture for the delivery of a service to users. The SDP enables thus the rapid transformation of a service concept into a full product including all the related service life cycle management and commercial interactions.

While SDP is being used by Telco operators to provide any service, and in particular, multimedia services, however this approach is different from the Internet world, where it is not used a logical entity like a SDP. The convergence between Internet and Telco World is a reality; nevertheless they are very different worlds with diverse assets. This represents some barriers in the convergence process. In order to remove these barriers in the convergence of both Internet and Telco worlds, a new initiative, WIMS 2.0 (WIMS 2.0 initiative, 2010), was founded in 2007. The aim of WIMS 2.0 is to create, in a collaborative way, new innovative services and a sustainable business model and ecosystem in the merge of a common world from Internet and Telco. To do that, WIMS 2.0 has defined a general architecture to be used in this convergence, contributing with it to the technical community.

The cloud computing (Marston, Li, Bandyopadhyay, Zhang & Ghalsasi, 2010) is the extension of services, traditionally hosted in operator data centres and offered to large enterprises, to other segments in the market, like Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) and mass market that, thanks to high speed access networks (Berrocal, Alvarez, Gonzalez, Perez, Roman & Vazquez, 2009) and low cost storage infrastructures (Komorowski, 2010) are shaping a new way of offering multimedia services. Cloud computing services are strategic services for any Telco operator or Internet provider over the world; not surprisingly, these services are closely related to the interest of these actors in providing services from network. In this chapter we present some ideas about the introduction of a cloud computing model to offer multimedia services to the end user. This model will remove costly barriers for new entrants or for those companies which prefers to focus on their core business.

The theme of the chapter builds the motivation of the authors to provide a new proposal combining aspects of cloud computing and the SDP as a platform to offer multimedia services in a converged environment: the SDPaaS (that stand for SDP as a Service). This chapter does not end with the proposal of this new concept, but the authors apply it to the case of SDP defined in the WIMS 2.0 initiative, transforming this SDP in a ‘Telco and Internet converged SDP in the cloud’, providing a more practical proposal from the authors to the scientific community. In order to be an end to end perspective, it is commented a new economic model which is linked to the technical aspects, which has been defined and industrialized by one of the authors and currently is running in one of the biggest Telecom operators over the world. One of the most common errors is to misalign business and technical issues, so that, it is frequent to see good technologies failing due not to consider business aspects and vice versa. The business model described here is a sustainable business model based on the creation of partnerships activities.

The structure of this chapter is the following: In section 2 we show how multimedia services are supported in Internet and Telco world; section 3 covers the work did under the WIMS 2.0 initiative, while in section 4 we propose how to offer convergent multimedia services in the cloud; finally, we introduce a sustainable business model applicable to the proposal explained.

MULTIMEDIA SERVICES: AN ANGULAR VISION

The aim of this Section is to present how multimedia services are supported not only from Internet, but also from the world of telecommunications.